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Matilda Penguin Readers
MATILDA WORMWOOD is a genius - her brain fizzes and bubbles with brilliance. She outwits her gruesome parents, and even her terrifying head teacher, the
monstrous Miss Trunchbull. YOU TOO can baffle, bewilder and bamboozle your friends and family! ASTOUND them with feats of calculation, scientific
miracles, incredible creativity and fiendishly clever tricks, all with simple, step-by-step instructions. Inspired by ROALD DAHL'S terrific tale
MATILDA, this is the perfect book for budding brainboxes everywhere!
When five-year-old Matilda arrives in her grandmother�s house she�s not sure what to expect. She never had a grandmother before. Or a grandfather. Or
uncles. Her mother ran away so her father has brought Matilda and her sisters and brothers from Australia to live with his family in Ireland. At first
it�s lovely in her grandmother�s, but it�s not long before everything goes wrong and Matilda and the others are on the move again. It seems that her
heart�s desires - her mother, a home and a hug - are just too much to expect, and Matilda learns to make the best of things. Despite her father�s
increasing craziness, and despite the half-understood secrets that haunt her, Matilda finds trust and affection in the most unexpected places. By the
time she is sixteen Matilda realizes that the only way to get a life, is to claim it, and that means taking on her over-powering father � not just for
herself, but for her whole family. About Matilda is warm and funny, heart-rending and startling, dignified and redemptive, a vivid novel about growing
up told from the heart of a child.
An enchanting, wintry middle grade adventure for fans of Kiran Millwood Hargrave and Abi Elphinstone. Otto lives in the frozen city of Hodeldorf, where
an eternal winter has fallen. When his mother goes missing one morning, he must join forces with the Tattercoats, a gang of brave orphans, to find her.
They will journey into a dark forest where witches lurk and sun dragons lie sleeping, on a heart-racing adventure that will chill you to the bone.
Books for All Kinds of Readers Read HowYouWant offers the widest selection of on-demand, accessible format editions on the market today. Our 7 different
sizes of EasyRead are optimized by increasing the font size and spacing between the words and the letters. We partner with leading publishers around the
globe. Our goal is to have accessible editions simultaneously released with publishers' new books so that all readers can have access to the books they
want to read. To find more books in your format visit www.readhowyouwant.com
A Sticker and Activity Book
Aussie Kids: Meet Matilda at the Festival
Hey Harry, Hey Matilda
Deception
Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (EasyRead Super Large 20pt Edition)

Learn your colors with Roald Dahl, the World's No. 1 Storyteller! This deluxe board book is the perfect way to learn about colors. Featuring beloved art created by Quentin
Blake from Roald Dahl's classic books, this book is perfect for libraries, the youngest classrooms, and baby shower gifts to start a child's bookshelf.
Roald Dahl's The Witches has filled readers of all ages with both terror and delight since it was first published. This sticker and activity book includes excerpts from the
book along with drawing and coloring activities, puzzles, games, and plenty of witch-spotting tips to keep readers safe! Quentin Blake's classic illustrations and two sheets
of fun stickers round out this frighteningly fun activity book.
A true genius . . . Roald Dahl is my hero David Walliams Matilda's parents have called her some terrible things, but the truth is she's a genius and they're the stupid ones.
Underestimating Matilda proves to be a big mistake as they, along with her spiteful headmistress, Miss Trunchbull, soon find out when Matilda discovers she has a very
special power.
Penguin Readers is an ELT graded reader series. Please note that the eBook edition does NOT include access to the audio edition and digital book. Written for learners of
English as a foreign language, each title includes carefully adapted text, new illustrations and language learning exercises. Titles include popular classics, exciting
contemporary fiction, and thought-provoking non-fiction, introducing language learners to bestselling authors and compelling content. The eight levels of Penguin Readers
follow the Common European Framework of Reference for language learning (CEFR). Exercises at the back of each Reader help language learners to practise grammar,
vocabulary, and key exam skills. Before, during and after-reading questions test readers' story comprehension and develop vocabulary. Boy, a Level 2 Reader, is A1+ in
the CEFR framework. Sentences contain a maximum of two clauses, introducing the future tenses will and going to, present continuous for future meaning, and
comparatives and superlatives. It is well supported by illustrations, which appear on most pages. This book is about sweet shops, school days and summer holidays! It is
the story of the famous writer Roald Dahl when he was a boy. These tales are exciting, funny and sometimes frightening. All of them are true. Visit the Penguin Readers
website Register to access online resources including tests, worksheets and answer keys. Exclusively with the print edition, readers can unlock a digital book and audio
edition (not available with the eBook).
Roald Dahl Colors
Roald Dahl's Mischief and Mayhem
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A Diary of Not-Your-Average Nine Months
Matilda A
Otto Tattercoat and the Forest of Lost Things
Penguin Readers is an ELT graded reader series. Please note that the eBook edition does NOT include access to the audio edition and digital book. Written for learners of English as a foreign
language, each title includes carefully adapted text, new illustrations and language learning exercises. Titles include popular classics, exciting contemporary fiction, and thought-provoking nonfiction, introducing language learners to bestselling authors and compelling content. The eight levels of Penguin Readers follow the Common European Framework of Reference for language
learning (CEFR). Exercises at the back of each Reader help language learners to practise grammar, vocabulary, and key exam skills. Before, during and after-reading questions test readers' story
comprehension and develop vocabulary. Going Solo, a Level 4 Reader, is A2+ in the CEFR framework. The text is made up of sentences with up to three clauses, introducing more complex uses of
present perfect simple, passives, phrasal verbs and simple relative clauses. It is well supported by illustrations, which appear regularly. Roald Dahl flew planes in the Second World War
(1939-1945) when Germany, Italy and Japan fought against Britain and other countries. Going Solo is Dahl's time with the RAF (Royal Air Force). He writes "I did not need to leave out anything
here because every moment was, to me, totally interesting." Visit the Penguin Readers website Register to access online resources including tests, worksheets and answer keys. Exclusively with
the print edition, readers can unlock a digital book and audio edition (not available with the eBook).
No Marketing Blurb
Adventure, friendship, and magical realism come together in this heartwarming, whimsical story. Perfect for fans of A Snicker of Magic and The Penderwicks. When Oona Britt was born in the
magical town of Nordlor, where all of the homes are built from wrecked ships, her parents never expected her to be a girl. Having listened to a faulty prediction from a washed-up soothsayer, they
were promised a "bold and brave son," so as the youngest of seven sisters, Oona's birth became a disappointment -- especially to her sea captain father, who doesn't believe there's a place for girls
aboard ships. But Oona is different from the rest of her family. She longs for adventure and knowledge. So she steals aboard her father's ship just as he's about to set sail for his annual winter whale
hunt, and suddenly finds herself in the midst of a grand adventure! The ship has its own sea cat, Barnacles, and a navigator named Haroyld, who show Oona how to follow the stars. But for all that,
Oona's father is furious. Can she prove to him that she's worth his love and pride, even though she's not the bold and brave son he was promised? This follow-up to The Boy, the Bird & the Coffin
Maker carries just as much heart and charm as Matilda Woods's first novel. The characters, story, and illustrations will dazzle readers. Praise for The Girl Who Sailed the Stars: * "Woods's
intoxicating mix of whimsical details and taut adventure will keep [readers] enrapt." --Booklist, starred review "A richly imaginative fantasy that brings to mind Joan Aiken's Wolves Chronicles with a
dash of Roald Dahl . . . Strong world-building joins lyrical prose and a fine leavening of humor, adventure, and magic, to make a winning combination." --SLJ Praise for The Boy, the Bird & the Coffin
Maker: * "Woods has penned a gentle fable, one rich in hope that promotes the strength of kindness. Her magical realism nods to the like of Isabel Allende and Gabriel García Márquez, perfectly
tailoring the genre for a middle-grade audience. Anuska Allepuz's whimsical illustrations add to the magical feel. Sweet, earnest and not to be missed." --Shelf Awareness, starred review *
"Elegantly told from start to finish and enhanced by Allepuz's evocative images and decorations, debut author Woods has created a fairy tale that will linger with readers." --Publishers Weekly,
starred review * "This uplifting book will enthrall readers, enveloping them in its gentle charm." --Booklist, starred review
'It would be unfair to expect other people to be as remarkable as oneself' Wilde's celebrated witticisms on the dangers of sincerity, duplicitous biographers, the stupidity of the English - and his own
genius. One of 46 new books in the bestselling Little Black Classics series, to celebrate the first ever Penguin Classic in 1946. Each book gives readers a taste of the Classics' huge range and
diversity, with works from around the world and across the centuries - including fables, decadence, heartbreak, tall tales, satire, ghosts, battles and elephants.
Narwhal on a Sunny Night
Matilda
Big Ideas from a Small Girl
The Mermaid
British Life
Into the fascinating, pungent setting of Blood and Bone Alley, home of leech, barber-surgeon, and apothecary, comes Matilda, raised by a
priest to disdain worldly affairs and focus on spiritual matters. To Matilda's dismay, her work will not involve Latin or writing, but
practical tasks: lighting the fire, going to market, mixing plasters and poultices, and helping Peg treat patients. She is appalled by the
worldliness of her new surroundings, and the sharp-tongued saints she turns to for advice are no help at all. Filled with the witty dialogue
and richly authentic detail that Karen Cushman’s work is known for, Matilda Bone is a compelling comic novel about a girl who learns to see
herself and others clearly, to laugh, and to live contentedly in this world. Author’s note.
THE PERFECT GIFT for fans of Roald Dahl. Think you know Dahl? Think again. There's still a whole world of Dahl to discover in a newly
collected book of his deliciously dark tales for adults . . . 'The cruelest lies are often told in silence . . .' Why do we lie? Why do we
deceive those we love most? What do we fear revealing? In these ten tales of deception master storyteller Roald Dahl explores our tireless
efforts to hide the truth about ourselves. Here, among many others, you'll read about how to get away with the perfect murder, the old man
whose wagers end in a most disturbing payment, how revenge is sweeter when it is carried out by someone else and the card sharp so good at
cheating he does something surprising with his life. Roald Dahl reveals even more about the darker side of human nature in seven other
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centenary editions: Lust, Madness, Cruelty, Innocence, Trickery, War and Fear.
Describes the history of the Berlin Wall, from its construction in 1961 to divide the city of Berlin to its destruction in 1989.
"Applaud for KLAWDE. Two paws up!"--Dav Pilkey, creator of the Dog Man series. "Funny, savage, and brilliant, Klawde is the pet I wish I
had."--Max Brallier, New York Times Bestselling author of The Last Kids on Earth. Klawde is not your basic cat. He's an emperor from another
planet, exiled to Earth. He's cruel. He's cunning. He's brilliant... and he's also Raj Banerjee's best friend. In book three of this
hysterical series, Klawde faces a challenger he never imagined: a dog, who has arrived on Earth to settle the intergalactic score. He's
hyper, he's loyal, he's an all-around-good boy, and he's here to bring Klawde to justice. Can our ferocious feline evade the long paw of the
law? Raj, on the other hand, is faced with his own out-of-town visitor who, although from Earth, may prove to be even more formidable: his
grandmother. When she plans a birthday party Raj doesn't want, will he survive the embarrassment? Heavily illustrated, with a hilarious,
biting voice that switches between Raj's and Klawde's perspectives, this is the story of an unlikely friendship that emerges between a boy
and the evil cat who arrived on his doorstep.
Matilda Wonderful Sticker Activity Book
Klawde: Evil Alien Warlord Cat: The Spacedog Cometh #3
Unicorn Academy #9: Matilda and Pearl
The Witches
Grace Darling

Matilda
I wonder why Edwin's mother left him — why his mother left and mine stayed? I mean, which is the more damaging — the mother who tells you she loves you and
leaves, or the mother who calls you stupid and stays? This beautifully written novel by Laurence Fearnley is about finding love in the most unlikely of places. Set in
the southern South Island, it describes the unusual bond formed between sixty-two-year-old photographer Edwin and twenty-two-year-old Matilda, as their
relationship grows in ways neither could possibly have predicted. I liked the look of concentration on his face when we made love. His hands moved gently over my
body; it was as if he was turning the pages of some fragile book - the type of book that has tissue pages, like an old-fashioned Bible. He reminded me, too, of a child
learning to read. I pictured his fingertips tracing the words on the page, his lips mouthing the sounds, so intense was his focus. 'Edwin,' I teased, 'am I a good book?'
Also available as an eBook
Now a musical! Matilda is a sweet, exceptional young girl, but her parents think she's just a nuisance. She expects school to be different but there she has to face
Miss Trunchbull, a menacing, kid-hating headmistress. When Matilda is attacked by the Trunchbull she suddenly discovers she has a remarkable power with which
to fight back. It'll take a superhuman genius to give Miss Trunchbull what she deserves and Matilda may be just the one to do it! Here is Roald Dahl's original novel
of a little girl with extraordinary powers. This much-loved story has recently been made into a wonderful new musical, adapted by Dennis Kelly with music and lyrics
by Tim Minchin.
What do you get if you add 25 and 917, then subtract 765 and divide the answer by 33? A headache. (Unless you're Matilda!) Matilda's Jokes for Clever Kids would
even make the Trunchbull laugh! Narrated by Matilda herself, this joke book is stuffed full of gigglesome gags, silly puns, brain-tickling riddles, and the Trunchbull's
favourite insults- guaranteed to raise a chuckle from human beans young and old.
What Was the Berlin Wall?
Penguin Readers Level 2: Boy (ELT Graded Reader)
Matilda: Be Outrageous
The Collected Short Stories of Roald Dahl
From the World's No. 1 Storyteller, The Witches is a children's classic that has captured young reader's imaginations for
generations. This is not a fairy tale. This is about real witches. Grandmamma loves to tell about witches. Real witches are the
most dangerous of all living creatures on earth. There's nothing they hate so much as children, and they work all kinds of
terrifying spells to get rid of them. Her grandson listens closely to Grandmamma's stories—but nothing can prepare him for the day
he comes face-to-face with The Grand High Witch herself! Now a major motion picture!
Am I a phenomenon? It is quite possible that you are. Reimagine Dahl's beloved classic in this gorgeous, hand-lettered gift book
perfect for Matilda fans of all ages! Featuring the best and brightest lines from Roald Dahl's magical story, this book displays
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the iconic quotes in whimsical and artful calligraphy, while reminding readers to be, first and foremost, outrageous! Highly
illustrated, with quotes, lines, and passages from one of Roald Dahl's most beloved books, this gift book presents a whole lot of
big ideas from one precocious little girl. Each spread features the most memorable lines from Matilda, rendering them in gorgeous
and whimsical calligraphy -- making this a must-have for any Dahl collection!
Hi! I’m Matilda! Today there’s a festival at the Japanese Embassy. That’s where my friend Hansuke lives. We’ll have lots of fun.
But Hansuke is going back to Japan soon. How will I be able to say goodbye?
A complete collection of the superb short stories which have appeared in: Over To You, Kiss Kiss, Someone Like You, Switch Bitch
and eight further stories: The Umberella man; Mr Botibol; Vengeance in Mine inc; The Butler; Ah, Sweet Mystery of Life; The
Bookseller; The Hitchhiker, The Surgeon.
Edwin and Matilda: An Unlikely Love Story
Penguin Readers Level 4: Going Solo (ELT Graded Reader)
Only Dull People Are Brilliant at Breakfast
Probably Nothing
The Girl Who Sailed the Stars
Probably Nothing by Matilda Tristram - a moving, funny and inspiring graphic memoir by a woman who discovered she had cancer whilst she was pregnant
'This deeply personal memoir, written as a graphic novel is one of the most darkly funny, bittersweet and moving cartoons you will ever come across (and
that includes the hunting scene in Bambi). It also has (spoiler alert) one hell of a happy ending. Add it to your basket now' Stylist At 31, Matilda Tristram
was 17 weeks pregnant and looking forward to having her first baby. Then she discovered she had bowel cancer. This touching and hilarious graphic
memoir, which is never morose or self-pitying, starts at the moment Matilda was diagnosed and ends when her course of chemotherapy finishes in October
2013. Recording the awkward conversations, the highs and lows of treatment, the mixed blessings of receiving 'Get Well' cards, and the reality of still
having to queue too long for croissants, Matilda captures her experiences with style and warmth. Along the way she learns to cherish the small details of
life. Her beautiful and boisterous son was born without complications and is reliably keeping her up most nights. Charming, witty and uplifting - this unique
and beautifully illustrated book will leave you cherishing the good things in life, and ready to face your own challenges. Will be enjoyed by readers of The
Gigantic Beard That Was Evil by Stephen Collins, Fun Home by Alison Bechdel and Building Stories by Chris Ware. 'A beautiful account ... Apart from how
funny Tristram's comic is, it's hard to pinpoint what makes it so magnetic ... the honesty makes you feel, as a reader, like a companion on her journey' Zoe
Williams, Guardian Matilda Tristram studied animation at the Royal College of Art, graduating in 2008. Since then she has worked as a children's writer,
lecturer and filmmaker. She was co-writer on two animated BBC TV shows for CBeebies with Ragdoll Productions, The Adventures of Abney and Teal and
Dipdap. Dipdap won a BAFTA in the short from category. Her short films have screened at over 30 festivals internationally.
Original / British English Who are the British? This book will tell you about their lives, TV programmes, business, family, life, pets -- and the food. This is a
book about real people and real life in Britain today.
Contemporary / British English Matilda is a clever and unusual little girl. But her parents aren't interested in her, and the terrible head teacher at her school
hates clever children. But Matilda finds a way to be strong, and the results are very funny.
These three works of fiction - two by Mary Wollstonecraft, the radical author of A Vindication of the Rights of Woman, and one by her daughter Mary
Shelley, creator of Frankenstein - are powerfully emotive stories that combine passion with forceful feminist argument. In Mary Wollstonecraft's Mary, the
heroine flees her young husband in order to nurse her dearest friend, Ann, and finds genuine love, while Maria tells of a desperate young woman who seeks
consolation in the arms of another man after the loss of her child. And Mary Shelley's Matilda - suppressed for over a century - tells the story of a woman
alienated from society by the incestuous passion of her father. Humane, compassionate and highly controversial, these stories demonstrate the strongly
original genius of their authors. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world.
With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers
trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-todate translations by award-winning translators.
Shadowhouse Fall (the Shadowshaper Cypher, Book 2)
Matilda Bone
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About Matilda
Matilda BL
Beware the Witches!
PERFECT for fans of Roald Dahl. Think you know Dahl? Think again. There's still a whole world of Dahl to discover in a newly collected book of his
deliciously dark tales for adults . . . 'Cruelty has a human heart . . .' Even when we mean to be kind we can sometimes be cruel. We each have a streak
of nastiness inside us. In these ten tales of cruelty master storyteller Roald Dahl explores how and why it is we make others suffer. Among others,
you'll read the story of two young bullies and the boy they torment, the adulterous wife who uncovers her husband's secret, the man with a painting
tattooed on his back whose value he doesn't appreciate and the butler and chef who run rings around their obnoxious employer. Roald Dahl reveals even
more about the darker side of human nature in seven other centenary editions: Lust, Madness, Deception, Innocence, Trickery, War and Fear.
What if your best friend was a unicorn? Chapter book readers are flocking to this magical series, where everyone is paired with their very own unicorn!
Matilda loves to have fun. She's not too worried that her unicorn, Pearl, hasn't found her magic yet. She also loves her friends at Unicorn
Academy--even when they get annoyed at her for being disorganized. But there's a problem so big that even Matilda can't ignore it. On a camping trip,
she and Pearl see someone hurting the oldest tree on Unicorn Island. Can Matilda and Pearl find out who it is, and save the tree? Be sure to read all
the books in this magical series! Don't miss any books in the magical new spin-off series, Unicorn Academy Nature Magic!
___________ The original, magical story with a brand new cover from Quentin Blake! October 2018 marks 30 years since Matilda was published! This brand
new jacket comes with a never-before-seen illustration of Matilda as the Chief Executive of the British Library - one of the careers that Quentin Blake
himself has imagined that Matilda might have at 30 years old. Matilda Wormwood A remarkable child with a magical mind. Mr and Mrs Wormwood Matilda's
parents - liars, swindlers and TV addicts. Miss Trunchbull Headmistress of Crunchem Hall and the world's biggest bully. Bruce Bogtrotter Chocolate-cakeeating extraordinaire! These are just some of the unforgettable characters from this classic story by the world's number one storyteller - now with a
brand-new cover design from Quentin Blake to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the publication of Matilda. Also available: Matilda at 30: World
Traveller Matilda at 30: Astrophysicist
The stunning sequel to the New York Times bestseller Shadowshaper is daring, dazzling, defiant...and now in paperback!
Roald Dahl Opposites
Matilda's Jokes For Awesome Kids
Cruelty
Mary; Maria; Matilda
Roald Dahl's Matilda's How to be a Genius
"Matilda Goodman is an underemployed wedding photographer grappling with her failure to live as an artist and the very bad lie she has told her boyfriend (that she has a dead
twin). Harry, her (totally alive) brother, is an untenured professor of literature, anxiously contemplating his publishing status (unpublished) and sleeping with a student. When
Matilda invites her boyfriend home for Thanksgiving to meet the family, and when Harry makes a desperate-- and unethical-- move to save his career, they set off an avalanche of
shame, scandal, and drunken hot tub revelations that force them to examine the truth about who they really are..." -- Page [4] of cover.
"Set in the ocean off Japan, this retelling of Goldilocks and the Three Bears stars Kiniro, a mermaid, who finds a baby octopus's breakfast, chair, and bed just right"-"Published in Great Britain by Penguin Books Ltd., 2013."
___________ The original, magical story with a brand new cover from Quentin Blake! October 2018 marks 30 years since Matilda was published! This brand new jacket comes with a
never-before-seen illustration of Matilda as an astrophysicist - one of the careers that Quentin Blake himself has imagined that Matilda might have at 30 years old. Matilda
Wormwood A remarkable child with a magical mind. Mr and Mrs Wormwood Matilda's parents - liars, swindlers and TV addicts. Miss Trunchbull Headmistress of Crunchem Hall
and the world's biggest bully. Bruce Bogtrotter Chocolate-cake-eating extraordinaire! These are just some of the unforgettable characters from this classic story by the world's
number one storyteller - now with a brand-new cover design from Quentin Blake to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the publication of Matilda. Also available: Matilda at 30: World
Traveller Matilda at 30: Chief Executive of the British Library
Special Edition
Brilliant Tricks to Bamboozle Grown-Ups
"The magic tree house whisks Jack and Annie away to Greenland where they discover they've traveled back in time to meet Lief Erikson"-Learn your opposites with Roald Dahl, the World's No. 1 Storyteller! This deluxe board book is the perfect way to learn about opposites. Featuring beloved art
created by Quentin Blake from Roald Dahl's classic books, this book is perfect for libraries, the youngest classrooms, and baby shower gifts to start your child's
bookshelf.
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